
 
 

Cheap Weekend Travel Ideas: The most beautiful Chri stmas Markets 
 
Paris, November 15th 2010 
 
liligo.com, the travel search engine, has uncovered  the best weekend travel deals of the 
season for visiting the most beautiful Christmas Ma rkets in Europe. Family, friends and loved 
ones won’t be able to resist a quick holiday getawa y at these prices! 
 
From mid-November until late December, European cities and villages alike with Christmas markets, 
open their doors to delight travellers from around the world. 
The market booths filled with toys inspire the young and the smells of traditional foods cooking over 
open fires tempt the taste buds of the old. For many travellers, these Christmas markets are the 
perfect reason to search for travel deals to Europe. 
 
Many of these markets can be reached by combining cheap flights from both low cost and regular 
airlines companies with cheap hotels. Cheap weekend getaways are sure to take the stress off of 
Christmas shopping, so enjoy!  
 
Budapest, Hungary 
Flight London Budapest  from 10/12 until 12/12 
 92£ per person with Wizz Air 
Hotel Budapest 2*  
 From 13£/night/room 
 
Prague, Czech Republic 
Flight London Prague  from 17/12 until 19/12 
 126£ per person with Wizz Air  
Hotel Prague 3*  
 From 14£/night/room 
 
Berlin, Germany 
Flight London Berlin  from 09/12 until 13/12 
 85£ per person with Easyjet 
Hotel Berlin 3*  
 From 19£/night/room 
 
Brussels, Belgium 
Flight London Brussels  from 09/12 until 13/12 
 114£ per person with Brussels Air 
Hotel Brussels 3*  
 From 40£/night/room 
 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Flight London Copenhagen  from 16/12 until 20/12 
 74£ per person with Bmi  
Hotel Copenhagen 2 *  
 From 35£/night/room 
 
Vienna, Austria 
Flight London Vienna  from 10/12 until 12/12 
 60£ per person with Ryanair 
Hotel Vienna 3*  
 From 22£/night/room 
 
All deals found on www.liligo.co.uk on Nov, 11th 2010. No guarantee on prices.  
 
 



About liligo.com  
liligo.com is the first travel search engine to integrate more than 250 sites of which 70 are low cost in each search. 
liligo.com allows travellers to access travel solutions easily from all corners of the web, sorted and presented in a 
cohesive and objective manner. Comprehensive, exhaustive, innovative, objective, liligo.com is dedicated to help 
the user find their holidays and trips simply, the most effectively as possible. Available in 10 domains, liligo.com is 
a product of Findworks Technologies, an enterprise of 40 people. 
 
Contact: press-uk@liligo.com - +33(0)155289720 


